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Abstract
We present the action for a self-dual tensor in six dimensions, cou-
pled to a (2, 0) conformal supergravity background. This action
gives rise to the expected equations of motion. An alternative
look upon one of the gauge symmetries clarifies its role in the
supersymmetry transformation rules and the realization of the
algebra.
1 Introduction
The description of chiral bosons, antisymmetric 2p-forms in 4p + 2 dimen-
sions with (anti)self-dual field strengths, in terms of an action has been a
longstanding problem. This was caused by the first order self-duality con-
dition. In 6 dimensions, the chiral boson is a (anti)self-dual two-tensor.
By giving up explicit Lorentz invariance, it became possible to construct a
new class of actions [1, 2]. In [2], six-dimensional actions were constructed
with manifestly five-dimensional Lorentz invariance. A non-trivial check was
needed to prove six-dimensional covariance.
The construction of a manifestly Lorentz invariant action has been estab-
lished by introducing one auxiliary scalar field and two extra gauge symme-
tries in [3]. This auxiliary field appears non-polynomially in the action and
in the two new local gauge symmetries. These bosonic symmetries make it
possible to gauge away the new scalar field and reduce the number of degrees
of freedom of the tensor. The gauge fixing of these symmetries in the bosonic
model is studied in [4].
In [5] was proven that this Lorentz invariant action with a suitable gauge
fixing (choosing a fixed direction for the derivative of the scalar) gives rise
to the conjectured Feynman rules and the gravitational anomalies as in [6].
Self-dual tensors also appear in a supersymmetric context. Depending on
the amount of chiral supersymmetry in six dimensions, the supersymmetric
tensor multiplet contains a (anti)self-dual tensor, 2 or 4 chiral spinors and
one or five scalars. In [7] is proven that the action for the rigid (2, 0) tensor
multiplet is invariant under rigid superconformal symmetry. The geometrical
superspace treatment of the self-dual tensor multiplet is developed in [8].
The field equations for the M5-brane [9, 10, 11] also contain a self-dual
tensor. The worldvolume action is constructed in [9]. The WZ-term and the
relation to the rigid superconformal model appeared in [7]. Up to now, a
model for interacting self-dual tensor multiplets is lacking. In [12] is proven
that this will not be a local interacting quantum field theory. The supercon-
formal theory for a stack of n coinciding M5-branes would be relevant for
the adS7/CFT6 version of the Maldacena conjecture. Some partial results
can be found for instance in [13].
Self-dual tensors appear naturally in string theory compactifications, for
instance compactifications of type I string theory on K3 [14], of the heterotic
string on K3 [15] and ofM-theory on K3×S1/Z2 [16] in the (1, 0) context and
compactifications of type IIB on K3 [17] with (2, 0) supersymmetry in six
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dimensions. The (anti)self-dual tensors appear in two ways in gravitational
theories. First, they are one of the components of the gravitational multiplet
in Poincare´ [18, 19] and conformal [20, 21] chiral supergravities in six dimen-
sions. The rigidly supersymmetric tensor multiplets can also be realized as
matter multiplets in a supergravity background. In [22], the Poincare´ actions
for the multiplets with self-dual tensors were constructed. The most general
coupling of matter multiplets in chiral theories with one supersymmetry can
be found in [24]. These chiral theories are anomalous. The (2, 0)-theory is
anomaly-free when 21 tensor multiplets are coupled to supergravity [25].
By using superconformal techniques [26], the field equations for the self-
dual tensor multiplet coupled to a (1, 0) and a (2, 0) conformal supergravity
background were derived in [20] and [21]. In [21], the gauge-fixing of the
relevant superconformal symmetries to end up with super-Poincare´ symme-
try, was done and the description to go from the field equations of the tensor
multiplet with (2, 0) to those with (1, 0) superconformal symmetry was given.
The aim of this paper is to give the action for the self-dual tensor multi-
plet, coupled to conformal (2, 0) supergravity. The consistency of the action
is checked by the derivation of the field equations of [21]. We give the trans-
formation rules of the tensor multiplet that do not use the self-duality condi-
tion. These transformation rules are understood better by looking upon the
first new symmetry as a gauge symmetry with the derivative of the auxiliary
scalar as its gauge field. We also indicate how the algebra is changed when
these transformation rules for the tensor multiplet are used and the new
gauge symmetries are introduced. The transformation rules of the equations
of motion are given.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the field content of the
Weyl multiplet is given. The (2, 0) tensor multiplet, its superconformal trans-
formation rules and its gauge transformation with respect to the new gauge
symmetries are studied. Therefore, the auxiliary scalar field a is introduced.
All the three gauge symmetries play a specific role in the algebra. In sec-
tion 3, the action and a sketch of the proof of its invariance under gauge
and superconformal symmetry is given. This action gives rise to the field
equations of [21]. Their (special) supersymmetry transformation rules are
given. The last section contains the conclusions.
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2 (2, 0) Superconformal multiplets
In this section, the superconformal gravitational multiplet and the self-dual
tensor multiplet are introduced1. The new gauge symmetries, essential to
write down an action, are defined. The role of the new symmetries in the
transformation rules and the algebra is clarified.
The (2, 0) superconformal gravitational multiplet is a representation of
OSp(8∗|4) [7]. The usual superconformal tensor calculus approach is fol-
lowed to construct the Weyl multiplet: introducing gauge fields for all the
superconformal symmetries, constructing curvatures, imposing conventional
constraints and introducing matter fields. The Weyl multiplet then contains
gauge fields and matter fields. eµ
a, ψiµ, V
ij
µ and bµ are gauge fields for general
coordinate transformations, supersymmetry, USp(4) R-symmetry and dilata-
tions. The gauge fields ωµ
ab for Lorentz rotations, fµ
a for special conformal
transformations and φiµ for special supersymmetry are composite fields by the
three conventional constraints. Together with the matter fields, five antiself-
dual tensors T ijabc, sixteen fermions in χ
i
jk and fourteen scalars in D
ij,kl, they
give rise to 128 + 128 degrees of freedom.
There is only one matter multiplet in the chiral (2, 0) theory: a self-
dual tensor multiplet2. It contains a self-dual tensor Bµν with three degrees
of freedom, a set of four symplectic Majorana-Weyl fermions ψi and five
scalars φij. Some properties of these fields are summarized in table 1. In the
definition of the fermions and the scalars, we made use of Ωij , the USp(4)-
metric. USp(4)-indices are moved up and down using this metric as follows:
λi = Ωijλj , λi = Ωjiλ
j . (2.1)
We start from the following on-shell (special) supersymmetry transfor-
mation rules [21]:
δBµν = −ǫ¯iγµνψi + ǫ¯iγ[µψjν]φij , (2.2)
δψi = 1
48
H+µνργ
µνρǫi + 1
4
6Dφijǫj − φijηj , (2.3)
δφij = −4ǫ¯[iψj] − Ωij ǫ¯kψk. (2.4)
In (2.3), the first term contains the self-dual part of the covariant field
1The notations, conventions and the transformation rules for the Weyl multiplet of [21]
are used.
2The antiself-dual tensor multiplet is a representation of the (0, 2) antichiral algebra.
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Field Type Restrictions USp(4) w
Bµν boson real antisymmetric tensor gauge field 1 0
ψi fermion γ7ψ
i = −ψi 4 5
2
φij boson φij = −φji Ωijφij = 0 5 2
a boson 1 0
Table 1: The fields of the (2, 0) tensor multiplet and the auxiliary scalar a
with the various algebraic restrictions on the fields, their USp(4) representa-
tions assignments and the Weyl weights w.
strength for the tensor:
Hµνρ ≡ 3∂[µBνρ] + 3ψ¯i[µγνρ]ψi − 32 ψ¯i[µγνψjρ]φij − 12φijT ijµνρ , (2.5)
where
H±µνρ =
1
2
(
Hµνρ ± 13!εµνρστφHστφ
)
. (2.6)
The definition of the covariant field strength in (2.5) implies a choice for the
matter term, which was not included in its definition in [21]. To realize the
algebra with the supersymmetry transformation rules (2.2)-(2.4), the self-
duality condition,
H−µνρ = 0 , (2.7)
must be used. In section 3 is explained how this condition is found from the
action (3.1).
The action for the self-dual tensor can be constructed by making use of
one auxiliary scalar a. This scalar does not transform under supersymmetry:
δQa = 0 . (2.8)
Its derivative is uµ = ∂µa. It always appears in the action in the following
way:
vµ ≡ uµ√
uνgνρuρ
. (2.9)
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The contraction of the ((anti)self-dual) field strength with vµ is defined as
Hµν ≡ Hµνρvρ , H±µν ≡ H±µνρvρ . (2.10)
There are three local bosonic gauge symmetries that act on the tensor and
the field a. The first one is the usual reducible gauge transformation for a
antisymmetric tensor:
δIBµν = 2∂[µαν]; δIa = 0 . (2.11)
This gauge symmetry has a reducible component:
αµ = ∂µα . (2.12)
The two other gauge symmetries act in the following way on Bµν and a:
δIIBµν = 2H
−
µν
φ√
u2
δIIa = φ , (2.13)
δIIIBµν = u[µΛν] . (2.14)
All the other fields are inert under each of these three symmetries. The H−µν
in δII contains the covariant field strength (2.5). Also symmetry III has a
zero mode: Λµ = uµΛ. A last reducible gauge transformation is formed by a
combination of I and III: αµ = uµΨ and Λµ = 2∂µΨ.
The divergence of the auxiliary field can be considered as the gauge field of the
second symmetry, since uµ transforms into the derivative of the parameter:
δIIuµ = ∂µφ . (2.15)
The commutators of these gauge symmetries are:
[δII(φ2), δII(φ1)] = δIII(4
H−µν
(u2)3/2
(φ1∂
νφ2 − φ2∂νφ1)) , (2.16)
[δII(φ), δIII(Λµ)] = δI(
1
2
Λµφ) + δIII(2∂[µΛν] · uν φ
u2
) . (2.17)
Their role in the gauge-fixing of the bosonic symmetries can be found in [4].
Making use of these gauge symmetries, it is possible to write down other
supersymmetry transformation rules for the spinors that realize the algebra
without using the self-duality condition (2.7). This comes already closer to an
off-shell realization of the algebra, since the self-duality condition (2.7) must
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not be used any more. Therefore, we will replace the self-dual component of
the field strength in (2.3) by another self-dual tensor (as in [22]), such that
it gives the old transformation rule upon imposing the self-duality condition
(2.7):
h+µνρ ≡ 14Hµνρ − 32v[µH−νρ] . (2.18)
We can rewrite the terms with vµ in h
+
µνρ as
h+µνρ =
1
4
(
Hµνρ − 3u[µ ·
(
2
H−
νρ]√
u2
))
. (2.19)
The last term can be seen as the product of uµ, the gauge field of the second
symmetry as argued before (2.15), and (2.13), the II-transformation of Bµν .
We define covariant derivatives of a field as its partial derivative minus the
gauge transformation(s) where the parameter is replaced by the gauge field.
In this sense, h+µνρ can be considered as the fully covariant field strength of
Bµν , where ‘fully’ means also with respect to gauge symmetry II. h
+
µνρ is
automatically self-dual in this way. The new supersymmetry transformation
rule, which gives rise to the old one by imposing (2.7), is then:
δψi =
1
12
h+µνργ
µνρǫi +
1
4
6Dφijǫj − φijηj . (2.20)
By considering h+µνρ as the fully covariant field strength of Bµν , we under-
stand better why this term appears in the supersymmetry transformation
rules. Before, it was unclear where this self-dual tensor came form. The
supersymmetry transformation rule depends also on the matter terms, pro-
portional to φijT
ij
abc in h
+
µνρ. This is necessary to realize the algebra (2.24)
(and later also to find the invariance of the action). This was one of the
reasons to include also the matter term in (2.5).
The covariant derivative of ψi and φij and the covariant d’Alembertian of φij
are:
Dµψi =
(
∂µ − 52bµ + 14ωµabγab
)
ψi − 1
2
V iµjψ
j
− 1
12
h+abcγ
abcψiµ − 14
(
6Dφij
)
ψµj + φ
ijφµj , (2.21)
Dµφij = (∂µ− 2bµ)φij + Vµ[ikφj]k + 4
(
ψ¯[iµψ
j] − trace
)
, (2.22)
DaDaφij = ∂aDaφij − 3baDaφij − V [ia kDaφj]k + ωaabDbφij − 4faaφij
+4ψ¯[iaDaψj] − 215
(
ψ¯al γaχ
(i,k)lφjk − i↔ j
)
(2.23)
−1
6
ψ¯akγaγ
bcdT
k[i
bcdψ
j] − 4φ¯[iaγaψj] − (trace) ,
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where fa
a = ea
µfµ
a and the trace guarantees that the contraction with Ωij
vanishes.
The algebra of Q- and S-transformations contains field-dependent trans-
formations. When using (2.2), (2.20) and (2.4), the transformation rules
for the self-dual tensor multiplet and the transformation rules for the Weyl
multiplet, the commutators of the supersymmetries become
[δQ(ε1), δQ(ε2)] =
1
2
(ε¯i2γ
µε1i) Dˆµ + δM(−12 ε¯i2T abcij γcεj1)
+δS(− 245 ε¯1[kγaε2j]γaχ(i,j)k) + δK(−18 ε¯i2γbεj1DcT abcij )
+δI(−12 ε¯i2γµεj1φij) , (2.24)
[δS(η), δQ(ε)] = δD(−12 ε¯iηi) + δM(−12 ε¯iγabηi) + δUSp(4)(−4ε¯(iηj)) ,(2.25)
[δS(η1), δS(η2)] = δK(−12 η¯i2γaη1i) . (2.26)
Some comments can be made about this algebra:
The Dˆµ in the first term of (2.24) is a covariant general coordinate trans-
formation [26]. This includes all the superconformal transformations, gauge
symmetry I and also gauge symmetry II. The covariant general coordinate
transformation with derivative Dˆµ contains terms which are a gauge trans-
formation I, II or III. There is no natural gauge field for symmetry III, so
Dˆµ is only covariant with respect to symmetry I and II.
The term in the algebra with gauge transformation I was already intro-
duced in [20] for the case of the (1, 0) self-dual tensor. This means that each
of the gauge symmetries plays a specific role in the algebra: symmetry I, II
and III in the covariant general coordinate transformations, while symmetry
I appears also with a field-dependent gauge transformation.
With uµ as the gauge field for symmetry II, the algebra on a becomes
[δQ(ε1), δQ(ε2)] a =
1
2
(ε¯i2γ
µε1i)Dˆµa
= 1
2
(ε¯i2γ
µε1i)(∂µa− uµ)
= 0 , (2.27)
both for the rigid and the local supersymmetric case. So, a is a supersym-
metric singlet [27].
Using the prescription of appendix B in [21], it is possible to re-derive
the (1, 0)-algebra. The term with the Lorentz rotation and gauge symme-
try I give immediately the right term. The terms with special conformal
symmetry and special supersymmetry need more work. The relevant terms
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of the constraints and transformation rules differ slightly for the different
cases. Also the shifts in φiµ and fµ
a when going to (1, 0) need to be taken
into account. Also in simple chiral supergravity, symmetries I, II and III
appear in the commutator of two supersymmetries.
Finally, we remark that the algebra is not realised off-shell. In the trans-
formation of H−µνρ (3.8), the equation of motion of the spinor still appears.
Therefore, in the commutator of two supersymmetries on ψi there also ap-
pears an equation of motion. Also the commutator of symmetry II with
supersymmetry contains terms with equations of motion.
3 The superconformal action
In [7] was already proven that the action of the rigid model has supercon-
formal invariance. Here, we give the action for the self-dual tensor multiplet
with local (2, 0) superconformal symmetry. We also see that the action, as
expected, gives rise to the equations of motion of [21].
The following action is invariant under local superconformal transforma-
tions and under the 3 bosonic symmetries (2.11), (2.13) and (2.14):
S =
∫
d6x
√
g
[
−H−µνH∗µν − 16H∗µνρ
(
3ψ¯i[µγνρ]ψi − 32 ψ¯i[µγνψjρ]φij − 12φijT ijµνρ
)
−4ψ¯i 6D′ψi − ψ¯iµγµ 6D′ψjφij
+1
4
φij
(
∂aDaφij − 3baDaφij + V akiDaφjk + ωaabDbφij − 4faaφij
+4ψ¯aiD′aψj + 4φ¯aiγaψj
)
− 8
15
ψ¯iχkli φkl +
1
60
Dij,klφijφkl +
1
3
ψ¯iT
ij · γψj
+ 1
15
χ¯iklφ
klφijγ
µψjµ +
1
24
ψ¯iµγ
µφijT
jk · γψk − 148 ψ¯iµγµφjkT jk · γψi
− 1
288
ψ¯iµγ
µT jk · γγνψlνφijφkl + 1192 ψ¯iµγµT jk · γγνψlνφjkφil
− 1
720
ψ¯iµγ
µTij · γγνψjνφklφkl
]
. (3.1)
In (3.1) appears the covariant derivative of ψi without the h+µνρ-term:
D′µψi ≡
(
∂µ − 52bµ + 14ωµabγab
)
ψi − 1
2
V iµjψ
j
−1
4
(
6Dφij
)
ψµj + φ
ijφµj . (3.2)
Further, Tij · γ = T abcij γabc.
This action describes the coupling of a self-dual tensor in six dimensions to a
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conformal supergravity background. The first gauge symmetry imposes that
Bµν only appears in a field strength in the action. The second and the third
gauge symmetries impose the form of the action as given in (3.1) for terms
that transform with respect to one of these symmetries. The second part of
the first line contains only covariantization terms. It is imposed by the third
gauge symmetry and can also be found in the local super-Poincare´ actions for
self-dual tensors [22]. It is absent for free chiral bosons. All the coefficients of
the action are fixed by imposing invariance under supersymmetry and special
supersymmetry.
The action (3.1) gives rise to the following field equations for Bµν , a, ψi
and φij :
Gµν = ∂ρ
(
4eh+µνρ − 1
6
εµνρστφCστφ
)
= 0 , (3.3)
A = ∂φ
(
1√
u2
ǫµνρστφH−µνH
−
ρσvτ
)
= 0 , (3.4)
Γi = 6Dψi − 1
15
φklχikl − 112T ijabcγabcψj = 0 , (3.5)
Cij = DaDaφij − 115Dklijφkl + 13h+abcT abcij + 1615 χ¯kijψk = 0 . (3.6)
The equations (3.5) and (3.6) are the equations of motion as derived in
[21]. Also the self-duality condition (2.7) corresponds corresponds to the
self-duality equation derived there. The only difference is the one but last
term in (3.6), but that is a term proportional to the self-duality condition.
Rewriting (3.3) gives:
Gµν = −εµνρστφ∂ρ
(
vσH
−
τφ
)
= 0 . (3.7)
Analogous to the rigid case, the self-duality condition (2.7) can be found by a
gauge-choice of symmetry III for the most general solution of this equation
of motion (if there are no global obstructions). So, this action describes a
self-dual two-form.
The description using this action is more satisfactory than the one of [23].
There, first the action for an ordinary tensor is written down and the equation
of motion is derived. Only then, the self-duality condition is imposed. Here
the self-duality is automatically incorporated in the action and follows from
the equation of motion.
The equations of motion transform in the following way into each other
under (special) supersymmetry:
δH−abc = −12 ǫ¯iγabcΓi ,
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δA = −∂φ
(
1√
u2
ǫµνρστφH−µν ǫ¯
iγρσυΓiv
υvτ
)
δGab = −ǫ¯iγabcDcΓi ,
δΓi = 1
4
C ijǫj +
1
8
γabǫiGab − 18γµγaΓiǫ¯iγaψµi , (3.8)
δC ij = −4ǫ¯[i 6DΓj] + 1
8
ψ¯[iµγaΓ
j]ǫ¯iγaψµi − 8η¯[iΓj] − (trace) .
4 Conclusions
In this article we have interpreted the second bosonic symmetry as a gauge
symmetry with gauge field uµ. Its role in the supersymmetry transforma-
tion rules and in the realization of the OSp(8∗|4)-algebra has become more
clear. It appears on the right hand side in the covariant general coordinate
transformation in the commutator of two supersymmetries. One also finds
that the auxiliary scalar a is a supersymmetric singlet. Gauge symmetry I
appears as a field-dependent gauge transformation in the commutator of two
supersymmetries.
Furthermore, we have given the action for a self-dual tensor multiplet
coupled to a chiral conformal gravity background with (2, 0) supersymmetry.
This action gives rise to the equations of motion found earlier in [21]. The
self-duality follows from the action by imposing a gauge fixing of symmetry
III.
The action, (3.1), is the most general one for the coupling of self-dual
tensor multiplets to (conformal) supergravity. Using the prescription of [21],
the Poincare´ action for n self-dual tensor multiplets can be derived from this
superconformal formulation. One starts with n + 5 tensor multiplets in the
vector representation of SO(n, 5). Imposing the suitable constraints that
gauge-fix the appropriate superconformal symmetries (dilatations, special
conformal symmetry and special supersymmetry) yields the coupling of n
self-dual tensor multiplets to (2, 0) Poincare´ supergravity. The 5n scalars of
these n tensor multiplets parameterize the coset SO(n,5)
SO(n)×SO(5) [19, 21].
Using the procedure in [21] to move from (2, 0) to (1, 0), one discovers
the action for a self-dual tensor multiplet in a (1, 0) superconformal gravity
background. For this case, a similar procedure is possible to move further
towards a Poincare´ description. Starting from n + 1 tensor multiplets in
the vector representation of SO(n, 1) and imposing the right constraints will
break the superconformal symmetry. This should give the actions of [22].
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The scalars in the Poincare´ theory are in SO(n,1)
SO(n)
[19]. In this context, with
(1, 0) supersymmetry, couplings of actions for self-dual tensor multiplets to
other matter multiplets are possible.
An interesting project would be to calculate the conformal anomaly for
the self-dual tensor, e.g. by following the approach in [28] and using the
ghost sector of the action for the self-dual tensor of [4]. This weak-coupling
calculation can be compared with the strong-coupling result in [29].
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